(1) Chapter 17—Appeals Procedures, Circumvention, Severability, and Effective Date.

(5) Amendments to the Guam Air Pollution Control Standards and Regulations submitted on June 30, 1982 by the Governor’s designee.

(i) “Territory of Guam NAP for SO\textsubscript{2},” consisting of the narrative or Control Strategy portion of the Piti NAP; Addendum B, “Preliminary Results of SO\textsubscript{2} Dispersion Modeling;” and “Official Report of Public Hearing.” The remaining portions of the addenda are for informational purposes only.

EDITORIAL NOTE: At 50 FR 2820, Jan. 22, 1985, the following paragraph (c)(5) was added to §52.2670. Redesignated as §52.2673, at 70 FR 20475, Apr. 20, 2005.

(5) Amendments to the Guam Air Pollution Standards and Regulations submitted on May 22, 1984.

(i) Section X. Air Quality Surveillance Network.

(6) The following amendments to the plan were submitted on November 24, 1982, by the Governor.

(i) Negative declaration indicating no Lead Sources in Guam.


§§ 52.2674–52.2675 [Reserved]

§ 52.2676 Significant deterioration of air quality.

(a) The requirements of sections 160 through 165 of the Clean Air Act are met, since the plan does not include approvable procedures for preventing the significant deterioration of air quality.

(b) Regulations for preventing significant deterioration of air quality. The provisions of §52.21 except paragraph (a)(1) are hereby incorporated and made a part of the applicable State plan for the State of Guam.


§§ 52.2677–52.2678 [Reserved]

§ 52.2679 Control strategy and regulations: Sulfur dioxide.

(a) Approvals of the following rules are limited to specific sources, since a control strategy demonstration has not been submitted showing that any increased emissions would not interfere with the attainment or maintenance of the NAAQS.


§ 52.2680 Air quality surveillance.

(a) The requirements of §51.27(a)(2) of this chapter as of December 19, 1978 (
FR 59067), are not met. In addition, Chapter 1, Regulation 1.8 and Chapter 5, Regulation 5.3 of the "Guam Air Pollution Control Standards and Regulations" (buffer zones—air quality sampling) are not in conformance with the intent of the Clean Air Act and the definition of "ambient air" promulgated at §50.1(e) of this chapter. Regulations 1.8 and 5.3 are disapproved because they could prohibit ambient air quality sampling at places of expected maximum concentration and/or at places where the public has access.


§ 52.2683 Reserved

§ 52.2684 Source surveillance.
(a) The requirements of §51.214 and Appendix P of this chapter are not met since the plan does not contain sufficient regulations pertaining to continuous in-stack monitoring.


§ 52.2685 Reserved

§ 52.2686 Upset-breakdown reporting.
(a) Chapter 4, Regulation 4.4 of the "Guam Air Pollution Control Standards and Regulations" (reporting of upsets and breakdowns) is disapproved since criteria for further enforcement action are not specified, thus permitting the Guam Administrator unlimited discretion.

[43 FR 59067, Dec. 19, 1978]

Subpart BBB—Puerto Rico

§ 52.2720 Identification of plan.
(a) Title of plan: "Clean Air for Puerto Rico."
(b) The plan was submitted on January 31, 1972.
(c) The plan revisions listed below were submitted on the date specified.
(1) Compliance schedules submitted on April 17, 1973, by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(2) Compliance schedules submitted on April 17, 1973, by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(3) Compliance schedules submitted on April 17, 1973, by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(5) Compliance schedules submitted on June 18, 1973, by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(6) Compliance schedules submitted on September 10, 1973, by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(7) Compliance schedules submitted December 6, 1973, by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(8) Information on procedures followed in adoption of compliance schedules submitted on February 1, 1974, by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(9) Compliance schedules submitted February 7, 1974, by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(10) Compliance schedules submitted February 7, 1974, by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(11) Information on procedures followed in adoption of compliance schedules submitted on February 12, 1974, by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(12) Information on procedures followed in adoption of compliance schedules submitted on March 13, 1974, by the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(13) Information on procedures followed in adoption of compliance schedules submitted on March 13, 1974, by the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(14) Information on procedures followed in adoption of compliance schedules submitted on March 20, 1974, by the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board.
(15) AQMA designations were submitted on May 5, 1974, by the Governor of Puerto Rico.
(16) Compliance schedules submitted June 11, 1974, by the Commonwealth of